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Sulong [1,2,3] is an interpreter for LLVM IR, an intermediate representation of source
code that can be produced by the Clang [4] compiler for the C family of programming
languages. It is based on the Truffle [5,6] framework for implementing interpreters for
programming languages and part of the GraalVM [7] project. In addition to executing
programs that were compiled to LLVM IR, Sulong also supports Truffle's framework for
program instrumentation and debugging [8,9] to allow users to debug these programs
at source-level. At the moment, this debugging support is limited to basic actions such
as inspecting symbols in and stepping through the original source code. Sulong does,
however, not include a parser for the original source language (i.e., C or C++ code) and is
therefore unable to evaluate snippets of code in those languages in the context of a
currently executing function during debugging.
The goal of this thesis is to implement a parser for a subset of the C and C++
programming languages that will allow Sulong to execute snippets of code in the
context of a function currently halted in the debugger. This should allow users to more
effectively inspect and understand the current program state.
The concrete goals of the thesis are as follows:
• Design a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) for expressions whose syntax and
semantics are similar to that of the C and C++ programming languages and
supports at least the following features:
◦ Accessing symbols defined in the program context
◦ Literals of different primitive types
◦ Common C data types (char, short, int, long, float, double, long double, etc.)
◦ Basic arithmetic and logic operations (addition,
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◦ Explicit type casts
▪ Between primitive types, including sign extension or truncation where
required
▪ Between integer and floating point type of the same size
▪ Between integer and pointer types of the same size
▪ Between different pointer types
◦ Resolving pointers
◦ Resolving members of structured values
Develop a parser for the expression DSL using the Coco/R parser generator [10].
◦ The parser should notify the user if a syntax error occurs without crashing the
application.
Use Sulong’s existing infrastructure to execute the parsed code snippets in a
provided execution context that includes both source-level and IR-level symbols.
Provide an extensive test-suite to demonstrate and verify the functionality of the
expression evaluation engine.

Optional goals for this project are as follows:
• Supporting the following features in the expression DSL:
◦ Calling functions from the executing program.
◦ Calling member functions of complex objects.
Explicit non-goals of this thesis are:
• Supporting the following features in the custom language:
◦ Changing the values of symbols or fields in the running program.
◦ Feature completeness with respect to the C/C++ programming languages.
• Advanced error handling when executing code of the custom language
◦ e.g. executing a user-defined snippet is allowed to throw a SEGFAULT
• Fixing bugs in Sulong, Truffle or GraalVM.
◦ However, any bugs that are found need to be reported.
The code written as part of this thesis is intended to be merged into the Sulong project,
therefore it must meet the project’s standards with respect to code quality,
documentation and test coverage. The code must also be able to pass the Sulong
project’s requirements for being merged [11].
The progress of the thesis should be discussed with the adviser on at least a bi-weekly
basis. The final version of the written thesis should be submitted before September 30,
2019.
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